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 Version 1.8 can be used on Windows 2000, Windows 2003, Windows Vista, Windows XP and Windows 7. WinTr was originally developed for and first released on Oracle Solaris. The version 1.5 is a universal solution. WinTr is universal solution to managing and monitoring of the industrial control processes such as SCADA, PLC, I/O, PCs, etc. WinTr is standalone software but can be integrated
with other applications. It can use XSD or G-code formats as an input. A tag or object can be created from any file or exe program. WinTr is an enterprise solution because its server can be used for both local and remote access of the information. You can use it to monitor any tags and objects. Tags and objects are displayed on a Graphical User Interface (GUI). You can use a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) for editing and visualizing your tags and objects. You can use a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for editing and visualizing your tags and objects. WinTr's Web Server is fast, because WinTr uses a modified version of Apache Tomcat (Apache Jakarta Tomcat) that is an open-source web server. It is Web Server that supports GET, POST, and DELETE operations. You can use the Web Server for
storing your tags and objects into a database or a file server. The Web Server also can be used to access the information of a Web Browser. You can access the information of WinTr Server from a Web Browser. WinTr's script language is a proprietary language of FULTEK. You can use this language to make your own operations. It has a function of keywords and values. It is easy to use this language
and its syntax is simple. You can export tags, objects, and objects' variables into Excell or other MS Office or text format file. You can insert tags, objects, and objects' variables into any external program. You can use the three dimensional(3D) view for your tags and objects. It is fast and easy to use. WinTr can be used both as a server and a client. You can use it as a PLC or I/O server. You can use

WinTr to make a monitoring or communication tool, for example, it can be used for sending messages to the operator by WinTr Server. WinTr is a powerful industrial control software and will become a great success. Version 1.8 was released on August 24, 2006 and has been supported for 4 years 82157476af
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